RESEARCH S eed quality is without doubt one of the most important parameters to secure the worldwide rapidly growing demand for food. One of the major tests to assure high seed quality is the seed germination test. If performed by the valid rules of the International Seed Testing Association (ISTA), this is done by germinating a representative sample of 400 seeds, usually divided into four replicates, and finally evaluating whether the seedlings are germinated normally or abnormally or the seeds stayed ungerminated (ISTA, 2016) . Surprisingly, seed germination test replicate results achieved according to these ISTA rules within one laboratory are underdispersed (Miles, 1961; Tattersfield, 1976; Liu et al., 1999; Deplewski et al., 2016) ; the variation between these replicate results is significantly smaller than expected by random sampling. In contrast, seed germination test results of the same lot germinated in different laboratories are overdispersed (Miles, 1963) ; the variation between these results is significantly greater than expected by random sampling, which is not surprising, because methodological differences between laboratories (e.g., water, substrate or temperature) can cause additional variation. In our previous study, we analyzed a large pooled dataset of >50,000 data of routine germination tests. We could show that the underdispersion of replicate results within a germination test
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Online Ring Testing to Elicit the Cause of Underdispersion in Seed Germination Tests
Peter M. Deplewski* and Michael Kruse ABSTRACT According to International Rules for Seed Testing, a germination test is performed with 400 seeds, subdivided into four replicates of 100 seeds. The empirical variance between the four replicate results was found by many authors to be smaller than random sampling variation. Hypotheses for sources for this underdispersion were developed, but no experimental proof was possible, as the population's true germination value is unknown. To overcome this obstacle, we performed two online ring tests with computer-generated seedling images. Seedlings had to be classified as normal, if the shoot/root ratio was between 0.5 and 2.0, otherwise as abnormal. Results showed significantly smaller variances between empirical replicate results than between true replicate values, confirming underdispersion. Rates of false normal and false abnormal classification of seedlings were 19.5 and 3.5%, respectively. Error rates are different between analysts and depend on the true replicate value. In replicates with many abnormal seedlings, the false normal rate is higher and the false abnormal rate is lower than in samples with few abnormal seedlings. This is the source of underdispersion and a direct result of decisions made by seed analysts. Pooling of replicate results of all analysts and recombining showed that underdispersion can be reduced significantly when each replicate is tested by a different analyst. Hence, replicates should be blinded and every replicate evaluated by another analyst.
is laboratory-and species-group-specific (Deplewski et al., 2016) . Hence, we concluded that the reason for this underdispersion obviously lies within the seed analyst. Miles stated already in 1961: "The person who counts the seedlings remembers the count from the first replicate or two and tends to make the other counts similar. This phenomenon is probably unconscious-at least in most cases" (Miles, 1961) . This phenomenon is also well known in psychology: similarities within groups are accentuated (Tajfel and Wilkes, 1963; Tajfel, 1982) .
Although there are many reports of underdispersion in germination tests and many hypotheses regarding the seed analyst or statistical artifacts being the source of this underdispersion, there is no experimental proof about the source. The reason for this lack is that the true germination percentage is never known exactly, and this makes it very difficult to estimate a bias and the variation of such a bias as a consequence of the individual decisions made by the seed analysts about the seeds and seedlings. We then asked ourselves how it is possible to conduct a ring test in germination testing, where the true percentage of normal seedlings is known exactly. We came to the point that this could be an "artificial" online ring test with artificial images of seedlings. All participants in this ring test can evaluate the same set of images on a computer screen. Since images do not allow evaluation of seedlings based on the complex criteria of a normal seedling, as defined in the ISTA rules, only one of such attributes should be used to indicate whether a seedling is normal or abnormal. The attribute chosen was the shoot/root ratio of the seedlings. With this attribute, an online ring test mirrors reality, at least partially. Moreover, an online ring test is feasible and comparable, as all participating seed analysts evaluate the same images; once set up, it can be performed worldwide without additional costs. With this experimental setup, we can measure the dispersion between four replicates within a seed analyst, the dispersion of empirical germination test results between seed analysts that are also from different laboratories, and the bias of the empirical results from their true values.
In the course of this approach, we wanted to answer the following questions:
1. Is there underdispersion in such a single-attribute online ring test? If yes … 2. Are random errors or directed errors in decision making the source for underdispersion? 3. Can we accept the Miles (1961) 
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The material used for the online ring tests is of artificial, digital nature. Two online ring tests were performed, a first national one in Germany running in 2013 and 2014, and a second international one running in 2014 and 2015. For the last one, the ISTA secretariat kindly invited the member laboratories accredited to germination testing of cereals to participate, and the volunteers were given access to the test. Each test consisted of three samples, and each sample consisted of four replicates of 100 seedling images each. The artificial images show cereal-like seedlings with a root and a shoot. Examples of seedling images showing normal and abnormal seedlings are given in Fig. 1 . They were generated with a source code for R (R Core Team, 2015) . As R is a complete programming language and has a powerful graphics device, this was easy to do. The source code is available on request.
The seed analysts had to classify the seedlings in the images on the basis of their shoot/root ratio. If the shoot/root ratio was <0.5 (i.e., the shoot was less than half the length of the root), the seedling was classified as abnormal. If the shoot/root ratio was >2 (i.e., the shoot was more than double the length of the root), the seedling was also classified as abnormal. All shoot/ root ratios between these two borders were classified as normal. There were no nongerminated seeds in these artificial germination tests. Each seed analyst received the same images so the "germination test samples" and the replicates were identical for all participants. The seed analysts had to classify each seedling separately by clicking a box below the image. At the end of each sample, the seed analysts had to enter the number of normal seedlings per replicate in a separate chart for all four replicates. Thus, the classification of each single seedling and the percentage of normally classified seedlings per replicate were recorded. In the first online ring test, the participants had 34 min to true value of 91.25% should give a clear decision about the sample. As we intended to test the Miles hypothesis about the influence of early replicates on the results of later replicates, we randomly switched the order of Samples 2 and 3. For these four samples, and also for the training sample, the variance among the true replicate values was set unusually high. The level was defined in such a way that the variance among random replicates would be smaller than the chosen variance in at least 98% of the cases. According to ISTA tolerances, these true replicate values would be out of tolerance. This was done to test whether the seed analysts reduced such variance due to subliminal influence by replicates already tested. For one of the six samples (Sample 1 in the second test), the true variance was set to such a level that variances among random replicates would be smaller in ~50% of the cases and larger in ~50% of the cases; the variance for this sample was inconspicuous. This was done to test whether seed analysts tend to also decrease smaller variances due to subliminal influence or not.
Samples 2 and 3 in both ring tests had exactly the same true replicate and sample values, only the order of the replicates was changed. The shoot/root ratios of the seedlings within replicates with the same true values were also the same, only the order of the ratios and the seedling images were changed. This was done as to keep the conditions comparable between these samples within the tests and also between tests.
Seed analysts were instructed to evaluate the samples and replicates in the same order as they are listed in Table 1 . As only professional seed analysts, mainly of accredited ISTA laboratories, took part in both online ring tests and the link for the test was known only to these laboratories and seed analysts, it can be assumed that the seed analysts kept to the instructions and that there was no cheating.
Each of the samples was evaluated by several seed analysts from several laboratories. The names of the seed analysts and the names of the laboratories they were working with are unknown. Nevertheless, the amount of laboratories willing to participate indicates that most participants were from different laboratories. Thus, the variation between seed analysts stands for more than the variation between laboratories.
Only sample results of those seed analysts who completed the testing of all four replicates of a sample were used in the statistical evaluation. Only for Step 6 of the statistical analysis (see below) were all completed replicates used, even when the total test was not completed.
The statistical analysis was performed with R (R Core Team, 2015) . Source code and basic data are provided as Supplemental Material.
All reported probabilities of error (P) are two-tailed P-values. The assumed level of significance (a) is at P = 0.05.
As the true means of the tests and the true variances of the tests are known (Table 1) and constant, the statistical analysis could be performed without considering random binomial sampling variation.
The statistical analysis was done in six steps:
1. For each sample, the empirical means and the empirical within-test variances of the four replicates were calculated, as well as the ratio of the empirical variance and the variance of the true values. Such a variance ratio is also called an F-value, and it is 1.0 if the seed analysts evaluate the first sample, as it was a training sample, and they had 22 min for the evaluation of each of the other two samples. In the second online ring test, the participants also had 22 min for the evaluation of each sample. The time was restricted to prevent the participants from using tools to measure the shoot/ root ratio, as this is not usually done in routine testing. For the online ring tests, the Open Ilias program of the University of Hohenheim (Open Ilias, 2017) was used as the online platform. The tests were provided on this platform, and the results were collected and stored there. Open Ilias is generally used to perform tests and exams for students, as well as other virtual surveys worldwide, and it was used in our study since it is free of cost.
Since such an online ring test was new to the seed analysts, an explanation, a description, and instructions were required. Information and instructions can significantly affect the outcome of such a test and are therefore relevant for assessing the results. Here, the participant was not told the actual reason for the online ring test (i.e., the examination of the dispersion between replicate results). Instead, to make the scenario more authentic, the samples were named after a cereal species and introduced as samples for specific test purposes (seed certification, post control). In the first online ring test, the instructions were given on the webpage immediately before the test started. Furthermore, the first sample with the four replicates was used as a training sample. After completing the training sample, the seed analyst saw the true germination percentage of the sample and their own result, so the participants could see what they had done wrong. This was done to give the seed analysts at least some feedback, advice, and training. However, it led to an experience of disappointment, because-as expected-almost everyone made at least one error in determining whether a seedling is normal or abnormal. As revealed afterward, psychologically it is quite unwise to cause such an experience of disappointment in the beginning of an experiment. One consequence was that several disappointed seed analysts aborted after completing the training sample and did not evaluate the second and third sample, resulting in a higher number of uncompleted tests. Hence, for the second online ring test, a PDF handbook was provided that explained the exact test procedure, step by step, and showed an example of one replicate of 100 seedlings and subsequently its solution. The handbook was provided before the participants were given access to the online ring test. With this, the experience of disappointment for the seed analysts was avoided while they still had some training, and in the second test, relatively more seed analysts did not abort after the first sample and also completed Samples 2 and 3. The handbook is online available at https://saatgut.uni-hohenheim.de/ organisation/publikation/handbook-on-online-proficiencytestevaluation-of-shoot-root-ratio-of-seedlings. Table 1 shows the names of the samples, as well as the true percentages of normal seedlings per replicate, the means, and the variance among the replicates. The training sample in the first test had 87.5% normal seedlings. All other samples had a true percentage of normal seedlings of 91.25%. This value was chosen since, in Germany, the certification standard for winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is 92%, and samples just below to this level usually gain greatest attention. In contrast, for summer rye (Secale cereale L., Sample 3 in both ring tests), the certification standard is 85%, so a evaluated all seedlings correctly, since the empirical variance is then equal to the true variance. With a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Conover, 1971) , it was tested whether single calculated F-values are normally distributed. Normal distribution is a prerequisite for a t test. Then, as most F-values were normally distributed around 1.0, it was checked for each sample whether the mean F-values departed significantly from 1.0 by using a onesample t test (Köhler et al., 2007) . A Bonferroni-Holm correction was applied because several comparisons of means were performed and were considered together (Köhler et al., 2007) . 2. It was tested for each sample with a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test whether the mean percentages of normal seedlings per test varied around their true values by following a normal distribution. Then, it was checked for each sample via a one-sample t test whether the mean percentages of normal seedlings per test departed significantly from their true value. A Bonferroni-Holm correction was also applied to the results of these comparisons. 3. The variances between test results from different seed analysts for the same sample were calculated. It is not possible to calculate an F-value for this between-test variance because the variance between true values is 0, as all seed analysts had to evaluate the same seedling images in each sample. 4. The mean within-test F-values were correlated with the between-test variance. Linear modeling was used to check the correlations for significance (Chambers, 1992) . 5. For each sample, the mean within-test F-value was correlated with the difference between the empirical mean and the true value. Also, for each test within a sample, the within-test F-values were tested for correlation with the differences between the corresponding empirical mean and the true value. 6. The rates of wrong classifications, herein called error rates, were calculated per seedling, per replicate, per analyst, per sample, and across samples. When an abnormal seedling was classified as normal, then this was adding to the false normal error rate ("fnr"). When a normal seedling was classified as abnormal, this was adding to the false abnormal error rate ("far"). Then, the shoot/root ratio of a seedling was correlated with the relevant error rate within replicates, within samples, and across samples. Here, it can be expected that the closer the shoot/root ratio comes to the border line values of 0.5 or 2.0, the more seedlings are classified wrongly, as it becomes more difficult to determine whether they are normal or abnormal. In addition to the six-step statistical analysis of the data from the two ring tests, the average error rates "fnr" and "far" were used in computer simulations to evaluate their effect on underdispersion. This was done by comparing the effect of a simulated random occurrence of wrong classifications across replicates with the effect caused by the occurrence of wrong classifications found in the online ring tests. It was also tested whether these error rates can explain differences between the empirical normal seedling percentages and their true values. For testing this, means and F-values for replicate results with random occurrence of false classifications were calculated as done in Step 1, and they were compared with the empirical F-values using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Replicate-specific error rates were correlated with the true values of normal seedlings per replicate, and linear regressions were used to test their dependence on significance. Then, these linear regressions were used in simulations to evaluate the analysts' role in causing underdispersing. For Table 2 , the simulated variances after application of error rates were obtained by calculating the means of 100,000 F-values of each of the four replicates with each 100 seeds.
In a final analysis, it was checked whether underdispersion is reduced when each replicate is evaluated by another seed analyst. For this purpose, a variant of resampling statistics was performed; for each test, the replicate results were pooled and recombined to multiple-analyst tests in such a way that each replicate was evaluated with very high probability by another seed analyst. Depending on the number of seed analysts taking part, there are quite a number of possible combinations. It is not necessary to test all possible combinations in an exact permutation test. An approximate or random permutation test, also known as Monte Carlo (MC) testing or simulation (Fishman, 1995) , is sufficient. The computer simply assigns, per sample and replicate, the pooled results randomly to the analysts. After this new assigning, Steps 1 and 3 were performed and the results stored. Then, the pooling, assigning, and performance of Steps 1 and 3 were repeated 10,001 times. Finally, the distributions of these results and their means were compared with the empirical data, as reported by the seed analysts in the ring tests. and the true value was smaller in the first ring test from the first to the second and from the second to the third sample. In the second ring test, such a trend is not detectable. The standard deviation of these differences is >6.5 times larger in the first ring test than in the second ring test. If a Bonferroni-Holm correction is applied to the original a, only in the training sample is the difference between the empirical sample mean and the true value significant. In Sample 2 of the first ring test, the difference is close to significance. All other empirical sample means do not differ significantly from the true values. In Table 3 , it is indicated by color whether the means of the empirical replicate results are below or above the true replicate values. It can be seen that, in many cases, the empirical means are too high when the true value is low and that the empirical means are too low when the true value is high. This obvious relation between true replicate values and deviations of empirical means from the true values is already a rough indication of underdispersion. This effect is particularly observable in those five samples (all but the second ring test, Sample 1) in which the true variances are greater than random sampling variances. Table 4 shows the true and empirical variances and their F-values. In the one sample with a true variance close to the random sampling variance (second ring test, Sample 1), the empirical variance is not significantly
The second online ring test is still online, available at https://openilias.uni-hohenheim.de/ilias.php?ref_id=5198&c md=render&cmdClass=ilrepositorygui&cmdNode=oy&baseC lass=ilrepositorygui. It can be used for training purposes, and the password for the tests is Proficiency3.
RESULTS
In the first (national) online ring test, 34, 25, and 22 seed analysts completed all four replicates of Samples 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In the second (international) online ring test 13, 10, and 10 seed analysts completed all four replicates of Samples 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The amount of available results in the second ring test is relatively small because two-thirds of the data reported were lost due to a bug in the Open Ilias online system. Table 3 lists the empirical mean percentages of normal seedlings per replicate and sample. The true sample values are again listed, and the significance of the difference between the true and empirical means is given. The empirical sample means are normally distributed (onesample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests: P (first, Sample 1) = 0.60, P (first, Sample 2) = 0.16, P (first, Sample 3) = 0.92, P (second, Sample 1) = 0.30, P (second, Sample 2) = 0.84, P (second, Sample 3) = 0.69. All empirical sample means except the training sample are smaller than the true values. The difference between the empirical sample mean Table 2 . Variance among the true values of the replicates, variance of replicates after simulation of random occurrences of errors with constant error rates false normal = 19.6% and false abnormal = 3.5% in all replicates (Sim var after app of random error rates), the empirical variance and the F-value for the ratio of the empirical variance, and the variance of replicates after simulation of random occurrence of errors. The between-seed-analyst variance is also listed in Table  4 . If all analysts had made no wrong decisions about the seedlings, these variances would be 0. A linear model shows for all six samples that the average within-seed-analyst F-value per sample is not significantly correlated with the betweenseed-analyst variance. Also, the within-seed-analyst F-values of the individual tests are not correlated significantly with the corresponding between-seed-analyst variance.
Linear modeling also shows that there is no significant correlation between the difference of the empirical and the true value and the within-seed-analyst F-value per sample. The same results occurred if the deviations were taken as absolute values or squared. Another linear model showed a significant positive correlation (r 2 = 0.0670, P = 0.0054) between the difference of the empirical and true values and the within-seed-analyst F-values of the individual tests. This means that too low empirical test results coincide with empirical variances close to or lower than the true variances, and that too high empirical test results coincide with empirical variances closer to or higher than the true variances. It should be mentioned that there is one residual with a Cooks distance of 0.48 (Cook and Weisberg, 1982) and a hat value of 0.29; there is almost an outlier amongst the data, but this observation was not excluded because of the restricted size of the dataset. If the deviations are taken as absolute values, the correlation between them and the empirical F-values loses significance. If they are squared, the correlation becomes slightly significant, but the distribution of the residuals is no longer close to a normal distribution. Figure 2 shows at which shoot/root ratio seedlings were often classified wrongly. Out of 43,000 classifications, 2169 were wrong. This is an error rate of ~5% and means that, on average, every 20th seedling was classified wrongly. Figure 3a shows a histogram of the frequencies of true shoot/root ratios of all seedlings used in the six samples, whereas Fig. 3b shows a histogram of the frequencies of true shoot/root ratios of the seedlings that were classified wrongly by at least one seed analyst. Table  5 gives a more detailed overview over the error rates per sample and replicate. It can be seen that the overall "fnr" (i.e., an abnormal seedling was wrongly classified as normal) is 19.6% and is much higher than the overall "far" (i.e., a normal seedling was wrongly classified as abnormal), which is 3.5%.
Figure 2 also shows that two seedlings were classified wrongly by all 10 seed analysts who evaluated this sample (second ring test, Sample 3). These seedlings are shown in Fig. 4 . One seedling has a shoot/root ratio of 0.4949 but was never classified as abnormal. Figure 4 shows that this seedling's root is quite bent, which may lead to the optical illusion of a shorter root. The other seedling has a shoot/ 
P-value
Between-analyst variance root ratio determined by the computer to be 1.8286 but was always classified as abnormal. This seedling indeed looks abnormal, as its root is so bent that it looks like a knot instead of two parts of the same root growing back and forth in a bend. Two seedlings, each with a shoot/root ratio of 1.0000, were surprisingly classified wrongly in one case each. One seedling was from the training sample, and one was from Sample 2 of the first ring test.
To elucidate in more detail the effect of wrong decisions about seedlings on the dispersion of replicates, computer simulations were made. In a first simulation, the error rates "fnr" = 19.6% and "far" = 3.5% are taken as constant for all replicates within a sample, and the wrong decisions were assumed to happen randomly. Table 2 shows the F-values for the ratio between the empirical variation among the replicates and the variation of true values plus simulated random occurrence of errors.
In two cases, the F-values shown in Table 2 are significant. This means that the random occurrence of errors . Wrongly classified means that the seedling with the respective shoot/root ratio was classified as normal although the true shoot/root ratio was <0.5 or >2, or that the seedling was classified as abnormal although the true shoot/root ratio was between 0.5 and 2. Table 5 . Total number of decisions whether a seedling is normal (shoot-root ratio between 0.5 and 2) or abnormal (root-shoot ratio either < 0.5 or > 2), number of wrong decisions and error rate ("fnr" in case of < 0.5 and > 2 and "far" in case of 0.5 to 2) (bolded). in these two online ring tests cannot fully explain the difference between the high variation among the true values of the replicates and the low variation among the empirical replicate results. Constant error rates not only affect variation among replicates, but also the mean test result. Table 6 shows how the random occurrence of errors with the error rates "fnr" = 19.6% and "far" = 3.5% shifts the mean test result from the true value. In the case of high true values, the mean test results are lower. At a true value of ~85%, the test mean result is closest to the true value, and at lower true values, the mean test results are higher than the true values.
The error rates change the empirical mean. In routine seed testing, the empirical mean is used to calculate the binomial variance as the basis for assessing whether the results are out of tolerance or not and for checking for underdispersion. Therefore, we checked whether a random occurrence of errors with the rates mentioned above affected the suitability of the binomial variance for assessing underdispersion. The binomial variance calculated for the empirical mean of 89.7% was identical to the variance obtained from simulated replicates with a binomial variance for the true mean of 91.25%, affected by random errors.
When we drop the assumption of constant error rates, it could be expected that error rates depend on the true value of the replicates and vary among seed analysts. Figure 5 shows the error rates "fnr" and "far" per replicate in dependence of the true replicate value. Despite one outlier in "fnr" with a Cooks distance of >0.5, there is a significantly higher "fnr" in replicates with many abnormal seedlings (low true values). The regression is significant, with an intercept of 96.56 and a slope of −0.89. This means that a replicate with a true value of 95% will be analyzed with an "fnr" of 96.57 − 95(0.89) = 12.02%, whereas a replicate with a true value of 80% will be analyzed with a "fnr" of 96.57 -80(0.89) = 25.37%. This means that in a replicate with many abnormal seedlings, more false normal classifications will happen not only because there are more abnormal seedlings that can be wrongly classified as normal, but also because the rate with which these wrong classifications happen is higher. The true shoot/root ratios of the normal seedlings follow the same distribution in all replicates, and the same was realized for the abnormal seedlings. We applied theses linear regressions for error rates in simulations. We simulated replicates that were sampled randomly from populations with 91% normal seedlings and hence have a mean F-value of ~1 when compared with expected random sampling variance according to the binomial distribution. After applying the error rates, the mean F-value dropped to 0.91. Thus, an error rate depending in this way on true values leads to underdispersion.
To evaluate the effect of the seed analyst on the error rates, we determined the seed-analyst-specific average error rates "fnr" and "far" and found significant differences between the seed analysts (Fig. 6 ). For testing differences between seed analysts regarding the dependency of error rates on true replicate values, unfortunately, there were too few data available per seed analyst. Instead of this test, another approach was used: the data reported from all seed analysts for a replicate were pooled. This pooling was justified, since the true value was the same for every seed analyst. Then, new tests were simulated by combining four replicate results from each of the four pools in such a way that every replicate result was obtained by a different seed analyst. Table 7 shows that the F-values in these multi-seed-analyst tests are higher than the F-values for one-seed-analyst tests. Hence, the problem of underdispersion is lowered significantly for five of the six samples. After a Bonferroni-Holm correction for six comparisons, five of the six mean sample F-values do not deviate significantly further from the true F-value of 1. Table 6 . Calculated test results for given true germination percentages by assuming random occurrence of errors with the following error rates: "far" = 3.5% (i.e. a normal seedling is erroneously classified as an abnormal seedling) and "fnr" = 19.6% (i.e. an abnormal seedling is classified erroneously as a normal seedling). True indicates original true germination percentage. Biased indicates calculated germination percentage biased by the random error rates.
True
Biased True Biased 
DISCUSSION
Elucidating the causes of underdispersion in germination tests is practically impossible when working with real seed samples. The true germination percentages of the seed lot, of the samples distributed to the participants, and of the replicates are all unknown. Thus, the only analysis possible is to compare observed variation with expected binomial variation calculated with the empirical mean (and not with the true value). This was done in many projects and published in many papers. They all confirmed underdispersion (Miles, 1961; Tattersfield, 1976; Liu et al., 1999; Deplewski et al., 2016) but could not identify the reasons. Therefore, in this study, a different approach was used: in the online ring tests, participants analyzed the same sample and the same replicates and true identity of all seedlings was known, so all observed means, variances, F-values and underdispersion in a germination test could be tracked back to 400 individual decisions on the identity of 400 seedlings. Although the testing situation in front of a computer is different from the situation in the germination test laboratory working with seedlings, we tried to arrange the online test to be as realistic as possible and to provide explanations and additional information about the samples as might be available for real samples in routine testing. Nevertheless, the results of the two online ring tests can only be applied with caution to reality, as evaluating images of artificial seedlings only for one attribute-their shoot/root ratio-is not the same as evaluating real seedlings for several traits to finally decide whether they are abnormal or not. It can be seen in Fig.  2 that there is some noise in the data. Although only professional seed analysts were allowed to participate and were told that they should perform the task precisely, it cannot be ruled out that there was one or more seed analysts who did not take the task so seriously. In the first ring test, it can be seen that many participants finished the training sample but did not finish the second sample, and even fewer finished the third. There were many more seed analysts who started the training sample but aborted the test even before finishing this sample. This might have been caused by the abovementioned experience of disappointment (one seed analyst even wrote a complaint to the authors of the online ring test), and of course such a F within) , two-tailed probability of error for a significant difference of the F-value in the column to the left after MC simulation to the expected F-value of 1; P (MC of F within), two-tailed probability of error that the variation of the four replicates within the same test has changed significantly due to the MC simulation; Emp var between tests, mean of empirical variance between test results per sample, yielded by MC simulation; P (MC of var between), two-tailed probability of error that the variation between test results per sample has changed significantly due to the MC simulation. disappointment could also have lowered the motivation to perform the test precisely. In the second ring test, fewer seed analysts aborted tests, likely because they avoided the experience of disappointment and because the participating laboratories were asked by the ISTA, which is quite an authority, if they wanted to participate.
There were two seedlings with a perfect shoot/root ratio of 1 that were nevertheless classified wrongly in each one case. Both seedlings were from the first ring test and, as a whole, were relatively small compared with the other seedlings, although they were still bigger than half. Nevertheless, this led to the assumption that there was one seed analyst who understood the task differently from the other seed analysts and evaluated these seedlings as abnormal because they were relatively small. Therefore, care should be taken in the next PDF handbook that such a different understatement of the instructions does not happen again. The right seedling in Fig. 4 also shows that the computer can be the reason for misclassifications. Because the root is so tightly folded, it looks like a knot, and hence the root appears abnormally short although, according to the computer, it is not. Before the online tests were started, >400 seedling images were measured with a ruler after the computer created them, and no deviation from the shoot/root ratio postulated by the computer could be detected; hence, such a case as shown by the right seedling in Fig. 4 is very unlikely to happen and was not detected before. However, evaluating this seedling image as abnormal raises the variance between the four replicate results slightly, and thus also raises the corresponding F-value because the failure was not taken into account by the corresponding true variance. Thus, the underdispersion becomes less significant; if the computer would not have caused this ambiguity, the underdispersion would even be more significant.
There was another surprising observation obviously indicating a misunderstanding of instructions: the F-value for the variance between replicates for one sample rose from 1.2 for one-seed-analyst tests to almost 2.6 for multi-seedanalyst tests. This was surprising, because an explanation for such a drastic change was missing. We thus had a look at the original data and could identify the reason quickly. Out of the 14 test results, there were four successive test results that had a percentage of abnormal seedlings that was 1.77 times higher than the mean of the other test results for that sample. These results might have been from different seed analysts of the same laboratory who have another standard of evaluation. One could almost say that, within the dataset of test results for that sample, there are two groups. Of course, if the replicate results of such different test results are mixed for the MC simulation, this extremely inflates the mean F-value for the variation between the four replicate results, which explains why this F-value is so high after MC simulation. In this case, for the same reason, the F-value for the variation between tests was lowered extremely from 10.23 to 3.12.
In spite of these specific situations and observations, and because of our special arrangement of the online ring test, we postulate that the observations and conclusions obtained from this online ring test can be applied in principle to classical germination tests.
In the two online ring tests using images of seedlings with only one seedling characteristic to be evaluated, we could confirm underdispersion. This underdispersion is significant, and the extent is similar to underdispersions found in real routine tests (Deplewski et al., 2016) . Miles (1961) supposed that the seed analyst tends to make the count of the third and or fourth replicate similar to the count of the first replicates. For testing this hypothesis, we designed the ring tests in such a way that tests are composed of three replicates close to the mean and one deviating "outlier replicate"( i.e., with too high or too low true values). If Miles' hypothesis is correct, then the error rates in the outlier replicates should depend on the position of the replicate in the test. If the outlier replicate is the first replicate (second, Sample 3), the error rates should be inconspicuous, since the other replicates are still unknown. Thus, the empirical mean could be quite close to the true mean (84.6 vs. 84%, Tables 1 and 3) . If the outlier replicate is the third replicate (second, Sample 2), however, the "fnr" in particular should be higher so that the empirical mean of that replicate is closer to the means of the already tested replicates (86.9 vs. 84%). Thus, in the second ring test, Miles's hypothesis could be confirmed. In the first ring test, this phenomenon could not be confirmed, as the empirical means of the two replicates with true values of 84% (Replicate 1 in Sample 3 and Replicate 3 in Sample 2) are quite the same (85.27 and 85.28%, respectively). Therefore, we could only partly confirm Miles's hypothesis about the predisposed meaning of the result of the first replicate for the errors to happen in the following replicates. Going beyond this hypothesis, we suppose that the seed analyst has a certain expectation about the variation among replicates, and perhaps also about the mean percentage of normal seedlings, in mind when performing the test. These expectations are the motivations for wrong classifications. Our hypothesis is not that they are made intentionally. They might be made unconsciously. Numerous discussions with seed analysts show that they intend to be fair with every single seedling.
Whenever a decision is made, there is some chance that it was made in error. From the online ring tests, we were able to calculate error rates since we know the true identity of the seedlings. We found a "fnr" = 19.6% and a "far" = 3.5% across all samples and analysts. To our knowledge, there is no study available that quantifies error rates in germination testing or in test situations similar to germination testing. The rate of wrong classifications of abnormal seedlings was 5.6 times higher than the rate of false classifications of normal seedlings. On the other hand, at 91.25 or 87.5% germination, there are many more normal seedlings than abnormal seedlings, so the numbers of wrong classifications were not so drastically different. Because of the compensation effects between the two error rates weighted by the percentages of normal and abnormal seedlings, fortunately, the effects of the errors on the germination test results are not that huge. The means of 10 to 35 empirical test results differed except for the training sample, where the mean was 2.4%, no more than 1.56% from the true value. However, the individual test results as obtained by the seed analysts (not shown in detail) differed by up to 12.5% from the true value. From the mean empirical values listed in Table 3 , one should not draw the conclusion that the error rates do not impair accuracy in germination testing.
The error rates affect the empirical mean germination percentage, as well as the variation among replicates. In a replicate with many abnormal seedlings, "fnr" = 19.6% would produce more false normal seedlings by number than in a replicate with only a few abnormal seedlings. A "far" = 3.5% also causes more false abnormal seedlings by number in a replicate with a high percentage of normal seedlings than in a replicate with a lower number of normal seedlings. Thus, particularly in tests with four replicates with greatly differing true replicate values (overdispersion), these error rates with random occurrence of errors can decrease variation. On the other hand, error rates can increase variation, for example, in a germination test with all replicates having the same true values of normal and abnormal seedlings. Here, random occurrence of error would be the only source of variation. These considerations show that random occurrence of errors is shifting the variation among replicates towards a medium value, and this is the variation as is calculated by the binomial distribution. However, this means that random occurrence of errors with constant rates cannot cause underdispersion, and it can even lessen an existing underdispersion among the true values of the replicates. Overdispersion can also be lessened by random occurrence of errors with constant rates, but one cannot overcompensate and turn it into underdispersion. In following these considerations, we used computer simulations to apply the error rates "fnr"= 19.6% and "far" = 3.5% with random occurrence to the true values of the replicates and compared the empirical variation among the replicates with the variation obtained from this computer simulation. The result allows the following conclusions:
1. If the true values of replicates vary according to the binomial distribution, then the application of random occurrence of errors is shifting the empirical mean test result, but the new variation for the empirical mean is again determined by the binomial distribution. Therefore, the binomial distribution stays valid as a basis for the tolerance tables. However, the other direction is also important: if (i) the variation for the empirical mean among the replicates is determined by the binomial distribution, (ii) the error rates are constant, and (iii) errors occurred randomly, the variation among the true values of the replicates may also vary according to the binomial distribution but may also show slight under-or overdispersion that was masked by the error rates. Thus, constant rates of random errors produce empirical replicate results that tend to vary unsuspiciously, since variation is closer to that expected from a random experiment. 2. If the variation for the empirical mean among the replicates is lower than binomial variation (i.e., underdispersion), we must realize that the underdispersion for the true replicate values is even worse. As shown above, constant rates of random errors have a lessening effect on under-and overdispersion, so under-or overdispersion is stronger in true replicates results than in empirical results affected by constant rates of random errors. Summarizing everything above, we can conclude that (i) errors in classifying seedlings happen, (ii) error rates of false normal seedlings and false abnormal seedlings differ, (iii) error rates shift the empirical mean, (iv) the direction and degree of shifting depends on error rates and on the true germination percentage of the sample, (v) constant rates of random errors reduce under-and overdispersion of true replicate values, and (vi) despite this, constant rates of random errors cannot be the source for underdispersion in empirical data. Therefore, another approach is developed.
In Fig. 5 , we show that both error rates "fnr" and "far" are different in replicates with different true values. In particular for "fnr," linear regression with replicate true values was significant. Of course, in replicates with more abnormal seedlings, more normal seedlings with a shoot/root ratio closer to the borderline exist by number, but their proportion within the abnormal seedlings is constant. Thus, the true shoot/root ratios of the seedlings cannot be the reason for the higher "fnr" in replicates with low true values. The same is true for the normal seedlings and the "far". Thus, we do not have a convincing statistical or experimental design-based explanation for the dependence of error rates on true replicate values. However, the effect of this dependence is that variation among replicates is reduced more drastically than by random occurrence or errors with constant rates and, moreover, that this replicate-specific error rate could cause underdispersion, even when the true values of the replicates show overdispersion.
When error rates depend on true values of replicates, then the probability of a normal seedling to be classified wrongly as abnormal is higher in replicates with only a few truly abnormal seedlings. Conversely, the probability of an abnormal seedling to be wrongly classified as normal is higher in replicates with few truly normal seedlings. This way, the seed analyst makes the variation between the replicates subliminally smaller by shifting exceptionally low and high replicate values towards the value in mind. This shifting of replicate results happens, to a great extent, independently of the position of the replicate within the test. In combination with the results published previously (Deplewski et al., 2016) , this offers undeniable evidence that the underdispersion of germination replicate results evaluated by the same seed analyst within the same laboratory is caused by the seed analyst.
We also found that error rates vary among seed analysts. This means that the seed analysts produce different mean error rates so that, in multi-seed-analyst tests, each of the four replicates is affected by a different error rate, which raises variation among replicates. We can therefore conclude that seed analysts produce error rates that are different from seed analyst to seed analyst. Hence, we must conclude that the decision-making process of the seed analyst is the source of underdispersion in germination testing.
Although the number of participants in the online ring tests was quite small (in some samples, only 10 participating seed analysts), their within-seed-analyst underdispersion was significant. We did not even have to pool the data of the ring tests or the samples to show the phenomenon of underdispersion, meaning that the phenomenon was quite robust.
Because of the outlier replicates necessary in two of the samples per ring test to test Miles's hypothesis, the variances among the replicates in those samples were greater than the binomial variance. Indeed, under practical germination test conditions, these tests would be out of tolerance and would have to be repeated. In these samples, we observed significant underdispersion. In the first sample of second ring test, the variance among the replicates was close to binomial variance (i.e., it was much smaller). For Sample 1 in the second ring test, the empirical variance was not significantly different from the true variance. It seems that in this sample, the true variance was at a size, or the percentage of normal seedlings was at a level, that seed analysts usually expect from experience, so it was not made subliminally smaller. The first sample of the first test was the training sample. Since the explanation the participants received clearly indicated the training purpose of this sample and these were indeed the first seedling images the participants saw and evaluated, the results obtained for this sample will not be overinterpreted.
In routine germination testing, the variance among the true values of the four replicates will vary from no variance (all four replicates have the same true value, which is seldom but will happen) up to excessive variances even exceeding the variance used here in the samples with the outlier replicate. When the shifting of replicate results by the seed analyst, as described above, happens in tests with variances close to but above binomial variances and the shifting is sufficiently intensive, then the empirical variance is below the binomial variance. Such underdispersion is observed in many studies. Therefore, the results of the present study confirm and elucidate the cause of the underdispersion in routine testing (average empirical variance below binomial variance), although the empirical variances obtained in this study were not below the binomial variance.
This experiment is not only special because we know the true values and can show with utmost significance that the human mind influences the results, but also because with this online ring test, and this is unprecedented, we cross the border from the realm of seed testing to the realm of psychology. In psychology, it is known that the human mind tends to make differences within groups smaller (Tajfel and Wilkes, 1963; Tajfel, 1982) . By this, we find that we have not found a special problem in seed testing but that we can confirm an elsewhere well-known phenomenon in germination testing.
After elucidating the role of the seed analyst in causing underdispersion, the question arises what to do with this outcome. Is there any need for seed testing laboratories or seed testing associations to react to this outcome? It should be taken into account that the statistical concept applied in the germination testing methods is based on binomial variance among replicates. If this is not the case in practice, how can a seed testing laboratory avoid the dependence among replicates and, with it, underdispersion? An oftcited option is to organize germination testing in such a way that each replicate is evaluated by a different seed analyst. After seeing the results of this study and realizing that not only is the dependency of later replicates on earlier replicates a problem, but also the expectation of the seed analyst about the average quality of the replicates, this option might no longer be a solution. If the seed analysts in one laboratory have, for whatever reason, the same expectations about the replicates, it might not be helpful to distribute the replicates to several seed analysts. If, however, the expectations are different, or the strengths of shifting the replicates towards the expectations are different, then the option would be successful. To get an idea from the dataset of this study, replicates obtained from different seed analysts (and presumably from different laboratories) were combined to simulate test results. It can be shown that the underdispersion between replicates within those simulated multiple-seed-analyst tests became less significant while, at the same time, the overdispersion between tests became less significant (data not shown). Thus, the seed analysts performing the online ring tests did cause underdispersion on average, but the degree to which and how they were doing so was different. When combining replicates from different seed analysts, parts of their different procedures are combined, and these combinations are therefore less underdispersed. Thus, in this group of seed analysts, the strategy of testing each replicate by another seed analyst would be successful. It is surprising on first view that the variation among the tests also benefits from this strategy, since the overdispersion decreases. However, this is again the outcome of mixing different expectations of different seed analysts in a simulated multiple-expectation test. This test is not affected by one expectation but by the mean of four quarters of diverse expectations. Therefore, the test results deviate less and are closer to the true value of the samples. Moreover, the deviation of the normal seedling percentage from its true value also becomes significantly less, or in other words, the true mean is detected more exactly if every replicate is evaluated by another seed analyst. Regardless, the experiment shows that while the seed analyst tends to make a relatively big dispersion between the four replicates significantly smaller than by chance, the difference from the true mean is, in total per sample for five of the six samples, insignificant (i.e., the seed analyst determines the mean with sufficient exactness in these cases). The only sample with a significant difference in that respect was the training sample of the first ring test, and as it was the training set, its results should be interpreted carefully.
Finally, in the limit to which these results can be applied to the routine seed testing reality, they give evidence that it would be better if replicates were blinded so that the seed analyst does not know which replicates are from which sample. It would be even better for the exactness of the reported test results if every replicate would be evaluated by another seed analyst.
Since the source code for creating the seedling images is written and the online ring test is set up in Open Ilias, this experimental setup can be used in the future to easily train seed analysts and sensitize them to this problem. It can also be used to perform more such online ring tests.
